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Introduction 
Our proposal for this research grant was inspired by an Al-Jaziera documentary 
about the “little-magazine” culture in Kolkata India, where such publications in 
the form of small books/zines are widely published, sold and greatly 
appreciated. Both of us have an interest in books, albeit from widely different 
interests – one from the perspective of printing, design and artistic production 
(Mara Züst) and the other in the potential for community development and 
intercultural exchange vis-à-vis home publications (Habib Afsar). We therefore 
developed the idea to visit Kolkata and (1) research this sub-culture and (2) 
pilot-test community workshops using the concept of self publishing.  

The purpose of the Residency as stated in the contract awarded to us is “to 
forge ties with artists and cultural practitioners in your discipline in the host 
country, draw inspiration from the local arts scene, create new works and carry 
out the project described in your application”. This report briefly describes our 
achievements as per the above expectations and includes lessons learned and 
our future aspirations and plans. 

NOTE: It is important to mention upfront that due to unfortunate 
circumstances, one of us (Habib Afsar) was refused entry on arrival at Kolkata 
Airport and had to leave to Pakistan where he re-applied for a new visa and 
subsequently returned to Kolkata after a two-and-a-half week period. Due to 
this, our plans had to be highly modified. The original chaos caused by this 
event lead to even further discovery and clarification of our personal artistic 
intentions and areas we wishes to focus on.   

Kolkata, the city and its people 
Contrary to all the stereotypes one hears about Kolkata regarding the dirt and 
filth and poverty, we found it to be beautiful and exciting, full of life and 
diversity, relatively un-gentrified and integrating both the modern and historic 
gracefully. It is also relatively safe, enough to walk around carefree in the 
evening until quite late. The public transport system is quite efficient for such a 
large city.  

The people are just as diverse, friendly, open and inviting and very easy to talk 
to. There were certainly no crowds of busy-bodied onlookers as we were told of 
other Indian cities. The people are very educated. In fact, even the beggar 
children go to school in the morning, a fact that we confirmed by talking to as 
many as we came across. There is a vibrant art scene and many galleries, 
alternative spaces and art collectives. The passion for their work was evident. 
Though it may not be a place to sell art, it is certainly a place to make it.  

Through our few initial contacts, we were led to others. Each one invited us 
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openly into their offices, homes and even religious celebrations. It is no 
exaggeration to state that we have made some friends, some of whom may 
remain friends for a long time to come. 

Forging ties with artists and cultural practitioners  
Our initial contacts were made through internet searches and writing to friends 
and previous contacts. Our mentor/coach Anupam Chakarborty was also 
instrumental in the initial phase providing some key contacts. Once on grounds 
we used the snowballing technique to identify further contacts. Since both of us 
are highly specialized in our respective fields, it was inevitable that we ended 
up networking with a diverse group of people specialized in, or associated with 
our respective fields. This inevitably also led to our individual explorations and 
clarification or personal objectives.  Broadly speaking then, the groups of 
people we met can be categorized as follows: 

- Artists 
- Cultural practitioners (including gallerists and curators) 
- Academic professionals 
- Development professionals  
- Lay people  

Furthermore many contacts with artists and scientists in the field of print could 
be made, some of them we wish do deepen the exchange with in the near 
future: 

- Aditya Basak (artist and collecter of old prints) 
- Atin Basak (artist specialised in the field of print) 
- Falugi Bhatt Sanghvi (ceramist and sculptor) 
- Saumik Chakraborty (artist and graphic designer) 
- Rushiad Das (cultural promoter) 
- Sandip Dutta (manager of the „Little Magazin Library“) 
- Abhijit Gupta (associate professor of english literature at Jadavpur University) 
- Megha Malhotra (of Seagull Foundation) 
- Paula Sengupta (professor for artistic print and artist) 
- Shri Srikanta Paul (artist specialised in the field of print) 
- Sarbajit Sen (illustrator and graphic nouvelist) 
- Deeptanil Ray (artist and researcher in the field of print) 
- Debanjan Roy (artist) 
- Parag Roy (professor for artistic print and artist) 
- Gitanjili Gosh (founder and diretor Anando) 
- Maura Hurley (development practitioner) 
- Rumman Ahmed (director operations, ACID SURVIVORS FOUNDATION) 
- Manisha Das (artist, collective member of online zine Eyezine) 

While some of these people provided us valuable information, others have 
shown an interest (and plans) for future collaborations. This is not to negate the 
tremendous value of the interactions we had with lay people on the street and 
that included taxi drivers, waiters, and children living on the streets and so on. 
What is most important for us, is the initiation of long-standing friendships. 
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Attending cultural events  
Because of the many contacts we managed to forge, there was never a dearth 
of invitations to cultural events. We therefore were fortunate enough to visit 
several exhibitions, cultural events and general places for culture, which gave 
us a very well informed overview of the art scene in Kolkata. Some of the 
events attended include: 

- The Academy of Fine Arts (group show) 
- Akriti Gallery (group show) 
- The Bila Academy (group show) 
- College Street 
- Gallery 88 (group show) 
- The Herrington Street Art Centre (show of K. G. Subramanyan) 
- ICCR (Kathak performance) 
- The Little Magazin Library 
- Rabindra Litho 
- Vadehra Art Gallery (show of S. H. Raza) 

Participating in public events 
We also had the privilege to contribute in the public sphere on different 
occasion: 

- On the 2nd of March Mara Züst had held a lecture for the students of “artistic 
printmaking” at the Rabindra Bharati University. Responsible for the invitation 
was Prof. Parag Roy. 
- Several workshops were conducted (see later section for details) 
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The Research goals 

The print culture in Kolkata 
Kolkata has an old heritage of printing and distributing indigenous (and other) 
literature. We visited both the famous College Street where books of all kinds 
are sold, and its diverse micro-factories that included paper merchants, 
printers with analogy offset presses, screen printers, carton producers and 
cutters, bookbinders and much more. The information collected by us was 
discussed with different artists and other personnel who were working with the 
media "Print". This included two representatives from academic research. 

In our brief research it is evident that there is a strict separation between the 
use of industrial printing process and the artistic process. This is in contrast to 
the US and Swiss "Print Renaissance" of the 1960s that characterizes media 
"Print" in the arts and deals with different production techniques. Also in the 
design and production of alternative printed matter (zines), the most obvious 
method of production recourse is (digital offset printing), which often leads to 
creatively standardized products. What exactly are the reasons for this and how 
absolutely true this statement could only be partially evaluated. We suspect 
that the reasons for this may include not only economic conditions, but also the 
history of printing in Kolkata, as well as the structure of artistic education. 

On the other hand, while we did find evidence of home printing (using a printed 
text and photocopying to create zines), this is neither as established nor 
organized as we had previously imagined.   

Zine-making (home publishing) as a tool for community development and 
intercultural exchange/Piloting the workshops  
As India and Pakistan have very similar cultures, and to utilize the time we had, 
it was decided to pilot test the zine-making workshops in both places (as Habib 
had to travel to Pakistan in between as described earlier). The workshops 
employed a low-skill/high sensitivity approach and were resource oriented. In 
total, four workshops were held, three of them in Pakistan. 

- Two-day workshop with school children in Lahore to develop a zine titled “My 
Name”.  
The workshop was intended to explore personal resources and the various 
facets of our personality. Using the Quranic story of creation – “And God taught 
him (Adam) the names of all things “ – the children first discussed the concept 
of a name which if considered literally becomes a restrictive label. They ten 
drew portraits of each other, and based on their personal strengths and 
resources developed a poem called “My Name”. In the end, one verse from 
each poem was put together (by facilitator) to create a communal poem. The 
children were then shown how to create the zone. Each child had to design his/
her on page. One child took the responsibility to put it all together.  

- One-day workshop with school children in Lahore to write “letters to an 
unknown Indian friend”. 
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Despite the political notion of India and Pakistan as rivals and enemies, Indian 
culture is widely consumed through television, film and pop culture. After 
talking about this theme, students were asked to write a letter to an “unknown 
Indian friend” telling them about their lives and asking them any questions they 
wished to ask. The facilitator promised to not only deliver tem but get replies. 
These letters were later shared with children and adults in Kolkata. Two replies 
have been relieved so far, with a promise of more to follow. 

- One-day workshop with children living in slums in Kolkata to explore story 
writing. 
The workshop was to introduce story telling and create zines. After sensitization 
to material (paper and words), various short activities were introduced to the 
concepts of imagination, metaphors and paradox. The children then drew their 
“life-river” and from it created short stories. These were then shared in story 
circle with visiting professional story teller ending the evening. The 
organization has since carried the work forward by developing the stories and 
creating illustrations. They have promised to send the zines when completed. 

- Two day workshop with women survivors of acid attack burns in Islamabad 
The workshop intended to facilitate exploration of internal resources and learn 
coping strategies for these highly traumatized and severely injured women. The 
art was personal as well as collective. A special collective piece using block 
printing was created as a gift for the organization. An exhibition was held in the 
main meeting room of the organization and staff and friends invited.  

New Artistic Works 
Other than our research activities, there was plenty of stimulation and drive to 
make art. This included: 
- Two zines produced through workshops  
- Paper making and book binding workshop attended at our host studio facilities 
- Poetry and collages by Habib (https://habibafsar.wordpress.com/poems-from-
india/) 
- Personal logs (both of us maintained personal logs that we are currently 
working on for possible publications) 
- Intercultural exchange through letter writing (see point no 2 in section above)  
- Production of a poster-poem by Habib Afsar prepared through lithographic 
printing 
- Visual documentation  
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Future plans  
To conclude what we started, we propose a further three week visit as 
inevitable: On the one hand, to make a relatively conclusive statement on the 
shape of the artistic use of different printing techniques, while on the other 
hand, in order to carry out the series of workshops that were originally planned 
and because of the legal problem with Habib Afsar visa could not be carried as 
exhaustively as desired. 

Furthermore, plans for conducting a longer site-specific art intervention with 
children living in slums with support from Gitanjili Gosh (Anando) and Maura 
Hurley were proposed by the hosts and included a children’s library (with 
books/publications made by children) and a community garden. 

We therefore propose a further research stay of three weeks to finish, and 
follow through what we started. This residency would ideally take place in 
October/November 2015. 
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Annex : Photo Gallery   

  
The Almanak collection of Aditya Basak 

  
Shri Srikanta Paul (and daughter) with one of his prints 
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Rabindra Litho shop 

  
Around College Street on one of three walks  
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Rabindra Bharati University 

  
Mara Züst working table at Nirupama Academy 
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Workshop with children living in slums, Kolkata (with Anando) 

  
Story-telling circle (with the children living in slums, Kolkata) 
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Workshop with acid attack survivors in Pakistan 

  
Zine created with school children in Pakistan. (pages 2 and 3) 
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“Letter to my unknown Indian friend”, workshop in Lahore, 
Pakistan 
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“Letter to my unknown Pakistan friend”, Kolkata, India 
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             Details from collage (title page) : Kolkatta, (43 X63 cm) 
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